
VALKYRJA – NO “PRIEST CAPE, SYMBOLS AND RITUAL” BAND 

Although baring some similarities with fellow countrymen Watain, I consider Valkyrja one of the 

true purveyors of Swedish black metal. I contacted the band in early December, just before 

embarking on a tour with Marduk and Archgoat, for an interview and some critical points to discuss. 

However, Simon Wizen, founder, guitarist and since the new album “Throne ablaze” also vocalist, 

showed no sign of life. Was Valkyrja one of these bands that want to avoid criticism? Mid-January, 

the Swedish musician suddenly knocked on my virtual door and apologized for having taken so much 

time to answer. The hectic touring life left no time for answering interviews, but now the time had 

come to handle them. Moreover, Simon appreciated the critical approach that gives more room for 

explanations. (JOKKE) 
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Hail Simon, you just returned from a European tour together with Marduk and Archgoat, two bands 

you toured with before. How did that turn out? 

This tour was a very important one for us, for many reasons. Not only did we present a new album, 

but also a new line up. We prepared this change for months and already at the first show we could 

represent both old and new material, and it kept evolving during the tour. Looking back at it, I must 

say that it feels obvious for me to represent the band and we now stand hungry and await the next 

strike. 



Is it always immediately clear what new songs will also be performed live? Are the songs you play 

live de facto the songs you regard as your best ones? 

A few songs feel obvious, such as the opening track and title track. The rest is depending on the choices 

from other albums. We want to work with a greater variety in dynamics and tempo, such as different 

elements. During the last tour, we also played “Opposer of light” from the new album.  

It’s been five years since the release of “The antagonist’s fire”. I assume the line-up changes were 

part of the reason why it took so long to release a new album? 

Indeed! The biggest change was the vocalist. It is always a hassle to find and work with new individuals. 

We were building a collaboration with singer RSDX during two years of touring. The fact that I ended 

up doing this myself was not planned or even known to us when we started the recording. Things 

culminated when he isolated himself completely and we could not get a hold of him.  

Vocalist RSDX disappeared just before recording “Throne ablaze”. How did this affect the new 

album? What made you decide to perform the vocals yourself? 

Without sounding too dramatic, it probably had the biggest impact. As we already were recording the 

album and didn´t get ahold of him, we thought that this was the best way to still represent Valkyrja. 

Involving a new individual at such a late state of the process was a gamble we were not ready to take 

as only the test of time can prove someone’s true interest and dedication. This didn´t happened over 

a night, in fact, it extended the recording process with two months, as I had to write new lyrics and do 

the vocal arrangements as well. There was a focus and strife beyond imagination. The whole situation 

and the frustration definitely boosted the outcome and it is true desperation and a frenetic vibe that 

can now be heard, both through vocal performance and lyrics. 

RSDX has been Valkyrja’s vocalist in between “The antagonist’s fire“ and “Throne ablaze”. On the 

first three records, frontman A.L. was in charge of vocals, but he also appears on the track 

“Transcendental death” on “Throne ablaze”. What led to the decision for him to leave Valkyrja in 

2016? Was there no interest from his side to rejoin the band?  

The separation started already in 2015 and we did the last shows with him that we had booked during 

that summer. We simply parted ways as our interests looked different back then, mainly the live part, 

as he wanted to trim down the number of shows. With that said, we were never on bad terms and it 

was in both parts’ interest to still involve him on the album to some extent. Nothing has changed since 

then and I can´t see how he could be the solution to the wounds he once caused, leaving us in 2015. 

The years that followed were obviously a period of reparation. Being thus far in the process means no 

turning back. There is a mutual understanding to the fact that we have marched forward in his absence, 

even though it was our previous collaboration that once shaped our core from which we still progress. 

That option was never even discussed. 

In many cases, the frontman also acts as the face of the band and the bringer of the message that 

can be heard in the lyrics. You threw away most of the lyrics RSDX had written for the new album, 

and wrote new ones. In what way are they different from the lyrics RSDX had written? 

We only kept “Crowned Serpent” as we finished this one together and I had done the complete vocal 

arrangement myself. It only felt fair to write new lyrics and I felt I wanted a deeper attachment to my 



new duty. He was flirting more with religious topics while I keep it on a more existential level and with 

a more nihilistic view. The current temper and state certainly served as a well-needed inspiration. 

Looking back at it now gives me a feeling of being led, without control, despite the complete focus on 

the project. Perhaps it was eager or perhaps it finally ended up where we always should have been. 

Also longtime drummer Jocke Wallgren left Valkyrja for Amon Amarth for god’s sake, and was 

replaced by Victor Parri. How would you compare both drummers? Does Victor bring a new kind of 

dynamism to the music? Will he also be the new live drummer or do you continue to work 

occasionally with Die Hard drummer Eric Ljung for live shows? 

Jocke has always been a solid drummer and has always looked for a professional career. The fact that 

we came to this point was of no one’s surprise. While Jocke is of the technical kind, Victor has a more 

groovy and dynamic playing which suits us well. Victor is the only drummer of Valkyrja. Our friend Eric 

helped us out when we were in need and also stayed for the second North American tour due to 

paperwork reasons. 

Valkyrja did face quite some line-up changes 

throughout the years. Did it ever affect the band in 

a negative way or did you always end up stronger 

after the necessary personnel change had been 

made? 

Everything has its time and if someone can no 

longer present at full capacity, we have to move on. 

People’s interests tend to change over time, thus 

we have aimed to keep the core of Valkyrja intact. 

Of course, it feels like we have the strongest line up 

today as our choices led to this shape. But I probably 

had the same feeling back in 2013 with “The 

antagonist’s fire” as well. But as time has shown, 

continuing with that line up would have been a 

weakness today, even though it was solid at its 

time. 
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After A.L. leaving in 2016, you are now the only original member of the band. You were fifteen years 

old when you started Valkyrja in 2004. In what way is Valkyrja now another band than in the demo 

years? Were there events or things that changed your goals as a band or your view on the band? 

As I have stated before I have the feeling that Valkyrja and I are each other’s consequences. Working 

with music, recording music, playing live etc. was of course of major impact on my youth and affected 

everything that followed. Everything was done with a naive feeling of conquering the world. I was 

putting myself in a context that felt bigger than myself. As life moved on and experiences got more 

intense, that naive feeling was of course fading out, being replaced by a greater focus. Today I find the 

process of creation more rewarding, as is the live action with higher integrity and release of energy. 

However, the “life on the road” is maybe not as exciting as it was during the first years.  



I found a very negative review of “The antagonist’s fire” on Metal Archives, claiming Valkyrja as a 

Watain copycat. How do you cope with negative criticism? 

People will always have opinions and are free to do so, but neither negative nor positive criticism can 

take away or change the connection I have to our creations. The negative review you mentioned is as 

interesting to me as the lately quotes such as “better than the latest Watain” etc… I do indeed find it 

annoying that it seems so important to have reference points. A guess is that this is an attempt to feel 

comfortable in each and every situation, something I would call very limiting. I also wonder if people 

are completely incapable of judging objectively, it’s as if they predetermined their opinion. I have no 

interest to speak about music or art for that matter to such individuals, and I’m not going to come with 

arguments defending the fact that the two bands sound different. The ear of a sober person should 

accomplish this without my help. Of course, both bands have their origin in Sweden, we’re working 

with the same producer… but do our songs come out the same? I think both them and us agree to the 

fact that this is not the case. An interesting thought, why did no one mention Dissection for a change? 

Perhaps the loudest voice is not the first one to listen to. 

The label promo-text states: “As part of Valkyrja’s 

philosophy of ridding themselves from limitations, no 

specific genre was ever chosen since it would only serve 

to establish a framework of useless expectation. The 

artistic output created under the flag of Valkyrja defies 

all earthly shackles, including those of commercial 

categorization.” Being a reviewer, we off course want to 

throw in some labels and genres to describe a band’s 

sound to the readers. For me, Valkyrja plays mostly fast-

paced Swedish black metal. Period. I do not hear any 

elements that are crossing the boundaries of black metal 

nor do you sound as an experimental band such as Virus 

or Dødheimsgard, to name but a few. If you don’t see Valkyrja as a black metal band, then why 

incorporating so many typical black metal-aesthetics?   

Just as you said, this is categorization. I do not state that Valkyrja is unique and working outside of the 

box, or that it has nothing in common with other black metal acts. Our statement is that we are neither 

working inside or outside of its boundaries, simply ignoring the box itself. I find much inspiration from 

basic rock ‘n roll, and in my opinion, this is shining though more and more though our career.  

The already mentioned review is also critical concerning the Necromorbus Studio. For the fourth 

time in a row, you decided to work with Tore Stjerna. Although I like the production of the 

Necromorbus Studio, it’s true that a lot of bands who recorded there have a quite similar sound. It’s 

like the Abyss Studio in the nineties and at the turn of the millennium. What makes Necromorbus 

Studio the perfect choice for Valkyrja? 

Not only because we have worked with him in the past, but because Tore serves as a critical filter. 

Since 2017, I have been doing some work in his studio and I have engineered more or less everything 

except the drums of “Throne ablaze”. Due to the situation that occurred with the vocals I must say that 

it was again the better choice, as it was critical that the studio was available for us 24/7.  



But you might be right and that can also be said about most well-known producers. In my opinion Tore 

gives us the right sound and we feel confident to put our works in his hands.  

For the release of your 2010 record “Contamination”, you switched from Northern Silence 

Productions to the big Metal Blade Records. For “The antagonist’s fire” you started a collaboration 

with German label World Terror Committee. What is the biggest difference for a band as Valkyrja in 

working with a smaller and more dedicated black metal label compared to the much bigger Metal 

Blade Records? 

Metal Blade gave us new opportunities and opened doors to better collaborations. Yet I think that as 

a young band with no reputation we missed out on our market. I found our albums at Media Markt 

but not at the local metal store. W.T.C. has a different network and are more focused on underground 

distribution, why I think that it was not until “The antagonist’s fire” that we could reach out to the 

rightful segments. 

I also wanted to talk about a statement you released on Facebook regarding orthodox and occult 

black metal. “Despite all the polluting trends within the so-called black metal scene, the exaggerated 

use of occult symbols, the covens and all the rubbish that has surfaced lately, we are confident that 

in the end our art will prevail! To hell with all meaningless ego boosts and intellectual races... all 

sheep are born as followers…Turn around and look elsewhere if you expect a ritual. Here, only death 

is real!” Who are you to decide which bands are fake or not? Some of these bands also released 

statements regarding contamination of the black metal scene. Isn’t it more important to focus on 

your own band than pointing fingers at others? Would you tour with one of these “ritual”-bands if 

they offered you the opportunity to do so? 

We do not claim to take the lead of the “scene” or being of the better or higher kind, rather we see us 

apart from it. I am just observing a trend that to me is tasteless and I can´t help but seeing it as a cheap 

recipe to get “accepted” by a larger crowd. It is not a coincidence that many turn out the same way 

and when the stream swallows the masses, I tend to naturally be against it.  

Not only is it about bands but also about the people who follow and boost their existence. The above-

mentioned statement is only about Valkyrja and the fact that we’re not going to turn into a “priest 

cape, symbols and ritual” band just because it’s where the wind is blowing.  

You can pick the raisins from the cake, but anyone can agree to that fact that it is polluted and covering 

those with true essence. We have already been offered to tour with bands of such kind on different 

occasions, until today we have not. Although I must say that we don’t necessarily have to identify with 

other acts but with the choice I´d rather tour another time with a band like Marduk, a band that has 

an intact backbone.  

You have also been part of Ondskapt for nearly ten years. Why did you decide to quit the band earlier 

this year? Do you know the status of Ondskapt and if there will soon be a new record? 

As the line up was changing and a new band was born, I was no longer confident to put my energy in 

this project. Earlier in my life I had energy and time for more, but now I chose to focus where the 

reward is highest to me. No, I don’t really have a clue about what’s happening there or the status of a 

new album. 



I could not attend the gig in Arlon in December, but will we see Valkyrja again on Belgian soil in 

2019? 

A second tour has just been announced for April-May that includes a few dates in the Benelux area.  

 

This interview was written and published on Addergebroed on January 22, 2019. 

 


